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The uniqueThe unique--SVP WorldSVP World

1.1. AjtaiAjtai--DworkDwork’’97/07, Regev97/07, Regev’’0303

�� PKE from worstPKE from worst--case case uSVPuSVP

2.2. LyubashvskyLyubashvsky--MicciancioMicciancio’’0909

�� Relations between worstRelations between worst--case case 

uSVPuSVP, BDD, , BDD, GapSVPGapSVP

Many slides stolen from Many slides stolen from OdedOded RegevRegev, denoted by, denoted by 

Shai Halevi, IBM, July 2009Shai Halevi, IBM, July 2009
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�� Promise: the shortest Promise: the shortest 
vector u is shorter by a vector u is shorter by a 
factor of f(n) factor of f(n) 

�� Algorithm for 2Algorithm for 2nn--unique unique 
SVP [LLL82,Schnorr87]SVP [LLL82,Schnorr87]

�� Believed to be hard for Believed to be hard for 
any polynomial any polynomial nncc

f(n)f(n)--uniqueunique--SVPSVP

1
≥f(n)

1 2n

believed hard easy

nc
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nn--dimensional distributionsdimensional distributions

?

Wavy Uniform

�� Distinguish between the distributions:Distinguish between the distributions:



(In a random direction)
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�� Given a lattice L, the dual lattice is Given a lattice L, the dual lattice is 
LL* * = { x | = { x | for all for all yy∈∈LL, <x,y>, <x,y>∈∈Z }Z }

Dual LatticeDual Lattice

0

1/5

L L*

0

5
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LL** -- the dual of Lthe dual of L

0

L

0
√n

1/n
√n

L*

0

n

Case 1

Case 2
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�� Input: a basis B* for L*Input: a basis B* for L*

�� Produce a distribution that is:Produce a distribution that is:
�� Wavy if L has unique shortest vector (|u|Wavy if L has unique shortest vector (|u|≤≤1/n)1/n)

�� Uniform (on P(B*)) if Uniform (on P(B*)) if λλ11(L) > (L) > √√nn

�� Choose a point from a Gaussian of radius Choose a point from a Gaussian of radius √√n, n, 
and reduce mod P(B*)and reduce mod P(B*)

�� Conceptually, a Conceptually, a ““random L* pointrandom L* point”” with a with a 
Gaussian(Gaussian(√√nn) perturbation) perturbation

ReductionReduction
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Creating the DistributionCreating the Distribution
L*

0

n

L*+ perturb

Case 1

Case 2
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�� Theorem: (using [BanaszczykTheorem: (using [Banaszczyk’’93])93])
The distribution obtained above depends only on The distribution obtained above depends only on 
the points in L of distance the points in L of distance √√n from the originn from the origin

(up to an exponentially small error)(up to an exponentially small error)

�� Therefore, Therefore, 
Case 1: Determined by Case 1: Determined by multiples of umultiples of u ��

wavywavy on on hyperplaneshyperplanes orthogonal to u orthogonal to u 

Case 2: Determined by Case 2: Determined by the originthe origin ��

uniformuniform

Analyzing the DistributionAnalyzing the Distribution 
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�� For a set A in For a set A in RRnn,, define:define:

�� Poisson Summation Formula implies:Poisson Summation Formula implies:

�� BanaszczykBanaszczyk’’ss theorem:theorem:

For any lattice L,For any lattice L,

Proof of TheoremProof of Theorem
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�� In Case 2, the distribution obtained is very In Case 2, the distribution obtained is very 
close to uniform:close to uniform:

�� Because:Because:

Proof of Theorem (cont.)Proof of Theorem (cont.)
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�� Reminder: L* lives in Reminder: L* lives in hyperplaneshyperplanes

�� We want to identify u We want to identify u 

�� Using an oracle that distinguishes wavy Using an oracle that distinguishes wavy 

distributions from uniform in P(B*)distributions from uniform in P(B*)

u

H0

H1

H-1

DistinguishDistinguish��SearchSearch, AD97, AD97
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The planThe plan

1.1. Use the oracle to distinguish points close Use the oracle to distinguish points close 

to Hto H00 from points close to Hfrom points close to H!!11

2.2. Then grow very long vectors that are Then grow very long vectors that are 

rather close to Hrather close to H00

3.3. This gives a very good approximationThis gives a very good approximation

for u, then we use it to find u exactlyfor u, then we use it to find u exactly
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Distinguishing HDistinguishing H00 from Hfrom H!!11

Input: basis B* for L*, ~length of u, point xInput: basis B* for L*, ~length of u, point x

�� And access to wavy/uniform distinguisherAnd access to wavy/uniform distinguisher

Decision: Decision: Is x 1/poly(n) close to HIs x 1/poly(n) close to H00 or to Hor to H!!11??

�� Choose y from a wavy distribution near L*Choose y from a wavy distribution near L*

�� y = y = Gaussian(Gaussian(σσ)* with )* with σσ < 1/2|u|< 1/2|u|

�� Pick Pick αα∈∈RR[0,1], set  z = [0,1], set  z = ααx + y mod P(B*)x + y mod P(B*)

�� Ask oracle if z is drawn from wavy or Ask oracle if z is drawn from wavy or 

uniform distributionuniform distribution

* Gaussian(σ): variance σ2 in each coordinate
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Distinguishing HDistinguishing H00 from Hfrom H!!11 (cont.)(cont.)

x

Case 1: x close to HCase 1: x close to H00

�� ααx also close to Hx also close to H0 0 

�� ααx + y mod P(B*) close to L*, wavyx + y mod P(B*) close to L*, wavy

H0
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Distinguishing HDistinguishing H00 from Hfrom H!!11 (cont.)(cont.)

x

Case 2: x close to HCase 2: x close to H!!11

�� ααx x ““in the middlein the middle”” between Hbetween H0 0 and Hand H!!11
�� Nearly uniform component in the u directionNearly uniform component in the u direction

�� ααx + y mod P(B*) nearly uniform in P(B*)x + y mod P(B*) nearly uniform in P(B*)

H0

H1
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�� Repeat Repeat poly(npoly(n) times, take majority) times, take majority

�� Boost the advantage to nearBoost the advantage to near--certaintycertainty

�� Below we assume a Below we assume a ““perfect distinguisherperfect distinguisher””

�� Close to HClose to H0 0 �� always says NOalways says NO

�� Close to HClose to H!!1 1 �� always says YESalways says YES

�� Otherwise, there are no guaranteesOtherwise, there are no guarantees

•• Except halting in polynomial timeExcept halting in polynomial time

Distinguishing HDistinguishing H00 from Hfrom H!!11 (cont.)(cont.)
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Growing Large VectorsGrowing Large Vectors

�� Start from some xStart from some x00 between Hbetween H--11 and Hand H+1+1

�� e.g. a random vector of length 1/|u|e.g. a random vector of length 1/|u|

�� In each step, choose xIn each step, choose xii s.ts.t..

�� |x|xii| ~ 2|x| ~ 2|xii--11||

�� xxii is somewhere between His somewhere between H--11 and Hand H+1+1

�� Keep going for Keep going for poly(npoly(n) steps) steps

�� Result is x* between HResult is x* between H!!11 with |x*|=N/|u|with |x*|=N/|u|

�� Very large N, e.g., N=2Very large N, e.g., N=2nn

we’ll see 

how in a 

minute

2
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From xFrom xii--11 to xto xii

Try Try poly(npoly(n) many candidates:) many candidates:

�� Candidate w = 2xCandidate w = 2xii--1 1 + Gaussian(1/|u|)+ Gaussian(1/|u|)

�� For j = 1,For j = 1,……, m=, m=poly(npoly(n))

�� wwjj = = j/mj/m ·· w w 

�� Check if Check if wwjj is near His near H00 or near Hor near H!!11

�� If none of the If none of the wwjj’’ss is nearis near HH!!1 1 then accept w then accept w 

and set xand set xii = w= w

�� Else try another candidateElse try another candidate

w=wm

w1

w2
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From xFrom xii--11 to xto xii: Analysis: Analysis

�� xxii--11 between Hbetween H!!11 �� w is between w is between HH!!nn
�� Except with exponentially small probabilityExcept with exponentially small probability

�� w is NOT between w is NOT between HH!!11 �� some some wwjj near near HH!!11
�� So w will be rejectedSo w will be rejected

�� So if we make progress, we know that we So if we make progress, we know that we 

are on the right trackare on the right track
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From xFrom xii--11 to xto xii: Analysis (cont.): Analysis (cont.)

�� With probability 1/poly(n), w is close to HWith probability 1/poly(n), w is close to H00

�� The component in the u direction is GaussianThe component in the u direction is Gaussian

with mean < 2/|u| and variance 1/|u|with mean < 2/|u| and variance 1/|u|22

2xi-1

H0

H1

noise
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From xFrom xii--11 to xto xii: Analysis (cont.): Analysis (cont.)

�� With probability With probability 1/poly1/poly, w is close to H, w is close to H00

�� The component in the u direction is GaussianThe component in the u direction is Gaussian

with mean < 2/|u| and standard deviation 1/|u|with mean < 2/|u| and standard deviation 1/|u|

�� w is close to Hw is close to H00, all , all wwjj’’ss are close to Hare close to H00

�� So w will be acceptedSo w will be accepted

�� After After polynomiallypolynomially many candidates, we many candidates, we 

will make progress will make progress whpwhp
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Finding uFinding u

�� Find nFind n--1 x*1 x*’’ss

�� x*x*t+1t+1 is chosen orthogonal to x*is chosen orthogonal to x*11,,……,x*,x*tt

�� By choosing the Gaussians in that subspace By choosing the Gaussians in that subspace 

�� Compute uCompute u’’ zz {{x*x*11,,……,x*,x*nn--11}, with |u}, with |u’’|=1|=1

�� uu’’ is exponentially close to is exponentially close to u/|uu/|u||

•• u/|uu/|u| | = (= (uu’’+e+e), |e|=1/N), |e|=1/N

•• Can make N Can make N pp 22n n (e.g., N=2(e.g., N=2n  n  ))

�� Diophantine approximation to solve for uDiophantine approximation to solve for u

2

(slide 71)
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AverageAverage--case Distinguishercase Distinguisher

�� Intuition: lattice only matters via the direction Intuition: lattice only matters via the direction 

of uof u

�� Security parameter n, another parameter N Security parameter n, another parameter N 

�� A random u in nA random u in n--dim. unit sphere defines dim. unit sphere defines 
DDuu(N(N))

�� χχ = = disceretdisceret--Gaussian(NGaussian(N) in one dimension) in one dimension

•• Defines a vector x=Defines a vector x=χχ··uu/</<u,uu,u>, namely >, namely xxyyuu and and 

<<x,ux,u>=>=χχ

�� y = y = Gaussian(NGaussian(N) in the other n) in the other n--1 dimensions1 dimensions

�� e = Gaussian(ne = Gaussian(n--44) in all n dimensions) in all n dimensions

�� Output Output x+y+ex+y+e
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WorstWorst--case/averagecase/average--case (cont.)case (cont.)

ThmThm: Distinguishing : Distinguishing DDuu(N(N) from Uniform ) from Uniform 

�� Distinguishing Distinguishing WavyWavyBB* * from from UniformUniformBB** for all B* for all B* 

�� When you know When you know λλ11(L(B)) (L(B)) uptoupto (1(1+1/poly(n)+1/poly(n)))--factorfactor

�� For parameter N = 2For parameter N = 2ΩΩ(N)(N)

Pf: Given B*, scale it Pf: Given B*, scale it s.ts.t. . λλ11(L(B)) (L(B)) ∈∈ [1,1+[1,1+1/poly1/poly))

�� Also apply random rotationAlso apply random rotation

�� Given samples x (from Given samples x (from UniformUniformBB** / / WavyWavyBB**))

�� Sample y=discreteSample y=discrete--GaussianGaussianBB**(N)(N)

•• Can do this for large enough NCan do this for large enough N

�� Output z=Output z=x+yx+y

�� ““ClearlyClearly”” z is close to z is close to GG(N)(N) //DDuu(N(N)) respectivelyrespectively
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The AD97 CryptosystemThe AD97 Cryptosystem

�� Secret key: a random u Secret key: a random u ∈∈ unit sphereunit sphere

�� Public key: n+m+1 vectors (m=8n log n)Public key: n+m+1 vectors (m=8n log n)

�� bb11,,……bbnn DDuu(2(2nn)), v, v00,v,v11,,……,,vvmm  DDuu((nn22nn))

•• So <So <bbii,u,u>, <>, <vvii,u,u> ~ integer> ~ integer

•• We insist on <vWe insist on <v00,u> ~ odd integer,u> ~ odd integer

�� Will use P(bWill use P(b11,,……bbnn) for encryption) for encryption

�� Need P(bNeed P(b11,,……bbnn) with ) with ““widthwidth”” > 2> 2nn/n/n
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The AD97 Cryptosystem (cont.)The AD97 Cryptosystem (cont.)

Encryption(Encryption(σσ):):

�� cc’’  randomrandom--subsetsubset--sum(vsum(v11,,……vvmm) + ) + σσvv00/2/2

�� output c = (coutput c = (c’’+Gaussian(+Gaussian(nn--44)) mod P(B))) mod P(B)

Decryption(cDecryption(c))::

�� If <If <u,cu,c> is closer than > is closer than ¼¼ to integer say 0, to integer say 0, 

else say 1else say 1

Correctness due to <Correctness due to <bbii,u,u>,<>,<vvjj,u,u>~integer>~integer

�� and width of P(B)and width of P(B)
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AD97 SecurityAD97 Security

�� The The bbii’’ss, , vvii’’ss chosen from chosen from DDuu(something(something))

�� By hardness assumption, canBy hardness assumption, can’’t distinguish t distinguish 
from from GGuu(something(something))

�� Claim: if they were from Claim: if they were from GGuu(something(something), ), 

c would have no information on the bit c would have no information on the bit σσ
�� Proven by leftover hash lemma + smoothingProven by leftover hash lemma + smoothing

�� Note: Note: vvii’’ss has variance nhas variance n22 larger than larger than bbii’’ss

�� In the In the GGuu case vcase vii mod P(B) is nearly uniformmod P(B) is nearly uniform
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AD97 Security (cont.)AD97 Security (cont.)

�� Partition P(B) to Partition P(B) to qqnn cells, q~ncells, q~n77

�� For each point vFor each point vii, consider, consider
the cell where it liesthe cell where it lies
�� rrii is the corner of that cellis the corner of that cell

�� ΣΣSSvvii mod P(B) = mod P(B) = ΣΣSSrrii mod P(B) + nmod P(B) + n--55 ““errorerror””
�� S is our random subsetS is our random subset

�� ΣΣSSrrii mod P(B) is a nearlymod P(B) is a nearly--random cellrandom cell
�� WeWe’’ll show this using leftover hashll show this using leftover hash

�� The Gaussian(nThe Gaussian(n--44) in c drowns the error term) in c drowns the error term

q

q
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Leftover HashingLeftover Hashing

�� Consider hash function HConsider hash function HRR:{0,1}:{0,1}mm �� [[q]q]nn

�� The key is R=[rThe key is R=[r11,,……,,rrmm]]∈∈ [[q]q]nn××mm

�� The input is a bit vector b=[The input is a bit vector b=[σσ11,,……,,σσmm]]TT∈∈{0,1}{0,1}mm

�� HHRR(b(b) = ) = RbRb mod qmod q

�� H is H is ““pairwisepairwise independentindependent”” (well, almost..)(well, almost..)
�� YayYay, let, let’’s use the leftover hash lemmas use the leftover hash lemma

�� <<R,HR,HRR(b(b)>, <R,)>, <R,UU> statistically close> statistically close

�� For random RFor random R∈∈ [[q]q]nn××mm, b, b∈∈{0,1}{0,1}mm, , UU∈∈[q][q]nn

�� Assuming m Assuming m pp n log qn log q
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AD97 Security (cont.)AD97 Security (cont.)

�� We proved We proved ΣΣSSrrii mod P(B) is nearlymod P(B) is nearly--randomrandom

�� Recall:Recall:

�� cc00 = = ΣΣSSrrii + error(n+ error(n--55) + Gaussian(n) + Gaussian(n--44) mod P(B)) mod P(B)

�� For any x and error e, |e|~nFor any x and error e, |e|~n--55, the distr. , the distr. 

x+e+Gaussian(nx+e+Gaussian(n--55), x+Gaussian(n), x+Gaussian(n--44) are ) are 

statistically closestatistically close

�� So cSo c00 ~ ~ ΣΣSSrrii + Gaussian(n+ Gaussian(n--33) mod P(B)) mod P(B)

�� Which is close to uniform in P(B)Which is close to uniform in P(B)

�� Also cAlso c11 = c= c00 + v+ v00/2 mod P(B) close to uniform/2 mod P(B) close to uniform
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�� LyubashevskyLyubashevsky--MicciancioMicciancio, CRYPTO 2009, CRYPTO 2009

�� Good oldGood old--fashion worstfashion worst--case reductionscase reductions
�� Mostly Cook reductions (one Karp reduction)Mostly Cook reductions (one Karp reduction)

uu--SVP vs. BDD vs. GAPSVP vs. BDD vs. GAP--SVPSVP

Worst-case

Search

u-SVP

Worst-case

Search

BDD

Worst-case

Decision

GAP-SVP

BDD1/γγγγ ≤≤≤≤ GapSVPγγγγ n log nGapSVPγγγγ ≤≤≤≤ uSVPγγγγ

BDD1/γγγγ ≤≤≤≤ uSVPγ/2γ/2γ/2γ/2

uSVPγγγγ ≤≤≤≤ BDD1/γγγγ
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Reminder: Reminder: uSVPuSVP and BDDand BDD

uSVPuSVPγγγγγγγγ: : γγγγγγγγ-unique shortest vector problem

�� Input: a basis B = (bInput: a basis B = (b11,,……,,bbnn))

�� Promise: Promise: λλ11(L(B)) < (L(B)) < γγγγγγγγ λλ22(L(B))(L(B))

�� Task: find shortest nonzero vector in L(B)Task: find shortest nonzero vector in L(B)

BDDBDD1/1/γγγγγγγγ: 1/: 1/γγγγ--bounded distance decodingbounded distance decoding

�� Input: a basis B = (bInput: a basis B = (b11,,……,,bbnn), a point t), a point t

�� Promise: Promise: dist(tdist(t, L(B)) < , L(B)) < λλ11(L(B)) / (L(B)) / γγγγγγγγ

�� Task: find closest vector to t in L(B)Task: find closest vector to t in L(B)
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BDDBDD1/γ ≤≤ uSVPuSVPγγ/2/2

�� Input: a basis B = (bInput: a basis B = (b11,,……,,bbnn), a point t), a point t

�� Assume that we know Assume that we know µµ = = dist(tdist(t, L(B)), L(B))

�� Let BLet B’’ = b= b11 …… bbnn tt
0       0 0       0 µµ

�� Let Let vv∈∈L(BL(B) be the closest to t, |) be the closest to t, |tt--vv|=|=µµ
�� Will show that the vector [(Will show that the vector [(tt--vv) ) µµ]]TT is theis the

γγ/2/2--unique shortest vector in L(Bunique shortest vector in L(B’’))

�� So uSVPSo uSVPγγ/2/2(B(B’’) will return it) will return it

�� The size of vThe size of v’’=[(=[(tt--vv) ) µµ]]TT is (is (µµ22++µµ22))1/21/2 = 2= 2××µµ

Can get by 

with a good 

approximation 

for µ
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BDDBDD1/γ ≤≤ uSVPuSVPγγ/2/2 (cont.)(cont.)

�� Every Every ww’’∈∈L(BL(B’’) looks like w) looks like w’’=[=[ββtt--ww βµβµ]]TT

�� For some integer For some integer ββ and some and some ww∈∈L(BL(B))

�� Write Write ββtt--ww = (= (ββvv--w)w)--ββ(v(v--tt))

�� ββvv--ww∈∈L(BL(B), nonzero if w), nonzero if w’’ isnisn’’t a multiple of vt a multiple of v’’

�� So |So |ββvv--ww| | ≥≥ λλ11, also recall |, also recall |vv--tt|=|=µ (µ (≤≤ λλ11/γ)/γ)

��||ββtt--ww| | ≥≥ ||ββvv--ww| | -- ββ|v|v--tt| | ≥≥ λλ11--βµβµ

��|w|w’’||22 ≥≥ ((λλ11--βµβµ))22 + (+ (βµβµ))22 ≥≥ infinfββ∈∈RR[([(λλ11--βµβµ))22+(+(βµβµ))22]]
= (= (λλ11))22/2  /2  ≥≥ ((γµγµ))22/2/2

�� So for any So for any ww’’∈∈L(BL(B’’), not a multiple of v), not a multiple of v’’,,
we have |wwe have |w’’| | ≥≥ µγµγ// 2 = |v2 = |v’’|| ×× γγ/2/2
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uSVPuSVPγγ ≤≤ BDDBDD1/γ

�� Input: a basis B = (bInput: a basis B = (b11,b,b22,,……,,bbnn))

�� Let Let ρρ be a prime, be a prime, ρρ≥≥γγ

�� For i=1,2,For i=1,2,……,n,  j=1,2,,n,  j=1,2,……,p,p--11

�� BBii = (b= (b11,b,b22,,……,,ρρ××bbii,,……,,bbnn), ), ttijij = = jj××bbii

�� Let Let vvijij = BDD= BDD1/γ(B(Bii,T,Tijij), ), wwijij = = vvijij –– ttijij

�� Output the smallest nonzero Output the smallest nonzero wwijij in L(B)in L(B)
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uSVPuSVPγγ ≤≤ BDDBDD1/γ (cont.)(cont.)

�� Let u be shortest nonzero vector in L(B)Let u be shortest nonzero vector in L(B)

�� u = u = ΣΣ ξξiibbii , at least one , at least one ξξii isnisn’’t divisible by t divisible by ρρ
(otherwise (otherwise u/u/ρρ would also be in L(B))would also be in L(B))

�� Let j = Let j = --ξξii mod mod ρρ, j, j∈∈{1,2,{1,2,……,,ρρ--1}1}

�� We will prove that for these We will prove that for these i,ji,j

�� λλ11(L(B(L(Bii)) > )) > γλγλ11(L(B))(L(B))

�� dist(tdist(tijij, , L(BL(Bii)) )) ≤≤ λλ11(L(B))(L(B))
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�� The smallest multiple of u in The smallest multiple of u in L(BL(Bii) is ) is ρρuu

�� ||ρρuu| = | = ρ λρ λ11(L(B)) (L(B)) ≥≥ γ λγ λ11(L(B))(L(B))

�� Any other vector in Any other vector in L(BL(Bii))`̀L(BL(B) is longer than ) is longer than 

γ λγ λ11(L(B))  (since L(B) is (L(B))  (since L(B) is γγ--unique)unique)

�� λλ11(L(B(L(Bii)) )) ≥≥ γ λγ λ11(L(B))(L(B))

�� ttijij+u+u = = jbjbii++ΣΣ ξξmmbbmm= (= (j+j+ξξii)b)bii++ΣΣmmggii ξξmmbbmm ∈∈L(BL(Bii))

��dist(tdist(tijij,L(Bi,L(Bi)) )) ≤≤ λλ11(L(B(L(Bii))))

�� ((BBii,t,tijij) satisfies the promise of BDD) satisfies the promise of BDD1/γ 

�� vvijij=BDD=BDD1/1/γγ(B(Bii,t,tijij) is closest to ) is closest to ttijij in in L(BL(Bii))

�� wwijij = = vvijij––ttijij ∈∈ L(B), since L(B), since ttijij∈∈L(BL(B) and ) and vvijij∈∈L(BL(Bii))`̀L(BL(B))

�� ||wwijij|=|=λλ11(L(B))(L(B))

divisible by p
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Reminder: Reminder: GapSVPGapSVP

�� GapSVPGapSVPγγγγγγγγ: decision version of : decision version of approxapproxγγ--SVPSVP

�� Input: Basis B, number Input: Basis B, number δδ

�� Promise: either Promise: either λλ11(L(B))(L(B))≤≤δδ or or λλ11(L(B))>(L(B))>γδγδ

�� Task: decide which is the caseTask: decide which is the case

�� The reduction The reduction uSVPuSVPγγ ≤≤ GapSVPGapSVPγγ is the is the 

same as same as RegevRegev’’ss DecisionDecision--toto--Search Search 

uSVPuSVP reductionreduction

(slide 47)
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GapSVPγ n log n ≤ BDD1/γ

�� Inputs: Basis B=(bInputs: Basis B=(b11,,……,,bbnn), number ), number δδ

�� Repeat Repeat poly(npoly(n) times) times

�� Choose a random Choose a random ssii of length of length ≤≤ δ δ n log nn log n

�� Set Set ttii = = ssii mod B, run vmod B, run vii=BDD=BDD1/γ(B,t(B,tii))

�� Answer YES if Answer YES if ∃∃i i s.ts.t. . vvggttii--ssii, else NO, else NO

Need will show:Need will show:

�� λλ11(L(B))(L(B))>>γδγδ n log nn log n�� vv==ttii--ssii alwaysalways

�� λλ11(L(B))(L(B))≤≤δ δ �� vvggttii--ssii with probability ~1/2with probability ~1/2
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Case 1: Case 1: λλ11(L(B))(L(B))>>γ γ n log n n log n ··δδ

�� Recall: |Recall: |ssii||≤≤δδ n log n,  n log n,  ttii==ssii mod Bmod B

�� ttii is is ≤≤δδ n log n away from vn log n away from vi i == ttii--ssii∈∈L(BL(B))

�� ((B,tB,tii) satisfies the promise of BDD) satisfies the promise of BDD1/γ

�� BDDBDD1/γ(B,t(B,tii) will return some vector in L(B)) will return some vector in L(B)

�� Any other L(B) point has distance from Any other L(B) point has distance from ttii

at least at least λλ11(L(B))(L(B))--δδ n log n > (n log n > (γγ--1)1)δδ n log n  n log n  

�� vvii is only answer that BDDis only answer that BDD1/γ(B,t(B,tii) can return) can return
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Case 2: Case 2: λλ11(L(B))(L(B))≤≤δδ

�� Let u be shortest nonzero in L(B), |u|=Let u be shortest nonzero in L(B), |u|=λλ11

�� ssii is random in is random in Ball(Ball(δδ n log n)n log n)

�� With high probability With high probability ssii!!uu also in ballalso in ball

�� ttii==ssii mod B could just as wellmod B could just as well

be chosen as be chosen as ttii=(=(ssii++uu) mod B) mod B

�� Whatever BDDWhatever BDD1/1/γγ(B,t) returns(B,t) returns

it differs from it differs from ttii--ssii w.pw.p. . ≥≥ 1/21/2

radius

δδ n log nn log n

s

u
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides

1.1. RegevRegev’’ss DecisionDecision--toto--Search Search uSVPuSVP

2.2. RegevRegev’’ss dimension reductiondimension reduction

3.3. Diophantine ApproximationDiophantine Approximation
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uSVPuSVP DecisionDecision��SearchSearch

Search-uSVP

Decision mod-p
problem

Decision-uSVP
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Reduction from:Reduction from:
Decision modDecision mod--pp

�� Given a basis (vGiven a basis (v11……vvnn) for ) for nn1.51.5--unique lattice, unique lattice, 
and a prime p>and a prime p>nn1.51.5

�� Assume the shortest vector is:Assume the shortest vector is:

u = au = a11vv11+a+a22vv22++……++aannvvnn

�� Decide whether Decide whether aa1 1 is divisible by pis divisible by p
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Reduction to:Reduction to:
Decision Decision uSVPuSVP

�� Given a lattice, distinguish between:Given a lattice, distinguish between:
Case 1. Shortest vector is of length 1/n and all Case 1. Shortest vector is of length 1/n and all 
nonnon--parallel vectors are of length more than parallel vectors are of length more than √√nn

Case 2. Shortest vector is of length more than Case 2. Shortest vector is of length more than √√nn
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The reductionThe reduction

�� Input: a basis (vInput: a basis (v11,,……,,vvnn) of a n) of a n1.51.5 unique latticeunique lattice

�� Scale the lattice so that the shortest vector Scale the lattice so that the shortest vector 
is of length 1/nis of length 1/n

�� Replace vReplace v1 1 by pvby pv11. Let M be the resulting . Let M be the resulting 
latticelattice

�� If p | aIf p | a1 1 then M has shortest vector 1/n and then M has shortest vector 1/n and 
all nonall non--parallel vectors more than parallel vectors more than √√nn

�� If p   aIf p   a1 1 then M has shortest vector more then M has shortest vector more 
than than √√nn

|
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The input lattice LThe input lattice L

0

√n

1/nL

u
2u

-u
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The lattice MThe lattice M

0
√n

1/n

�� The lattice M is spanned by pvThe lattice M is spanned by pv11,v,v22,,……,,vvnn::

�� If p|aIf p|a11, then u = (a, then u = (a11/p)/p)••pvpv1 1 + a+ a22vv2  2  ++……+ + aannvvnn ∈∈M M 
::

M

u
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The lattice MThe lattice M

0
√n

�� The lattice M is spanned by pvThe lattice M is spanned by pv11,v,v22,,……,,vvnn::

�� If p  aIf p  a11, then , then uuvMM::

M

|

pu

-pu
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Search-uSVP

Decision mod-p
problem

Decision-uSVP
�

uSVPuSVP DecisionDecision��SearchSearch
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Reduction from:Reduction from:
Decision modDecision mod--pp

�� Given a basis (vGiven a basis (v11……vvnn) for ) for nn1.51.5--unique lattice, unique lattice, 
and a prime p>and a prime p>nn1.51.5

�� Assume the shortest vector is:Assume the shortest vector is:

u = au = a11vv11+a+a22vv22++……++aannvvnn

�� Decide whether Decide whether aa1 1 is divisible by pis divisible by p
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The ReductionThe Reduction
�� Idea: decrease the coefficients of the Idea: decrease the coefficients of the 
shortest vectorshortest vector

�� If we find out that p|aIf we find out that p|a11 then we can replace then we can replace 
the basis with the basis with pvpv11,v,v22,,……,,vvnn . . 

�� u is still in the new lattice:u is still in the new lattice:
u = (u = (aa11/p/p))••pvpv1 1 + + aa22vv2 2 + + …… + + aannvvnn

�� The same can be done whenever The same can be done whenever p|ap|aii for for 
some isome i
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The ReductionThe Reduction

�� But what if p  But what if p  aaii for all i ?  for all i ?  

�� Consider the basis Consider the basis vv11,v,v22--vv11,v,v33,,……,,vvnn
�� The shortest vector isThe shortest vector is

u = u = (a(a11+a+a22))vv1 1 + + aa22(v(v22--vv11)) + + aa33vv3 3 ++ …… + + aannvvnn
�� The first coefficient is aThe first coefficient is a11+a+a22
�� Similarly, we can set it to Similarly, we can set it to 

aa11--bbp/2p/2ccaa2 2 ,,……, a, a11--aa2 2 , a, a1 1 , a, a11+a+a2 2 , , …… , a, a11++bbp/2p/2ccaa22
��One of them is divisible by p, so we choose it One of them is divisible by p, so we choose it 
and continueand continue

|
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The ReductionThe Reduction
�� Repeating this process decreases the Repeating this process decreases the 
coefficients of u are by a factor of p coefficients of u are by a factor of p 
at a timeat a time
�� The basis that we started from had The basis that we started from had 
coefficients coefficients ≤≤ 222n2n

�� The coefficients are integersThe coefficients are integers

��After After ≤≤ 2n2n22 steps, all the coefficient steps, all the coefficient 
but one must be zerobut one must be zero

�� The last vector standing must be The last vector standing must be !!uu
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RegevRegev’’ss dimension dimension 

reductionreduction
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�� Distinguish between the 1Distinguish between the 1--dimensional dimensional 
distributions:distributions:

0

0 R-1

R-1

Uniform:

Wavy:



Reducing from n to 1Reducing from n to 1--dimensiondimension
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Reducing from n to 1Reducing from n to 1--dimensiondimension

�� First attempt: sample and project to a lineFirst attempt: sample and project to a line
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Reducing from n to 1Reducing from n to 1--dimensiondimension

�� But then we lose the wavy structure!But then we lose the wavy structure!

��We should project only from points very We should project only from points very 
close to the lineclose to the line
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The solutionThe solution

�� Use the periodicity of the distributionUse the periodicity of the distribution

�� Project on a Project on a ‘‘dense linedense line’’ ::
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The solutionThe solution 
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The solutionThe solution

��We choose the line that connects the origin We choose the line that connects the origin 
to eto e11+Ke+Ke22+K+K2

2ee33……+K+Kn
n--11eenn where K is large enoughwhere K is large enough

�� The distance between The distance between hyperplaneshyperplanes is nis n

�� The sides are of length 2The sides are of length 2nn

�� Therefore, we choose K=2Therefore, we choose K=2O(n)O(n)

�� Hence, d<Hence, d<O(KO(Knn)=2^(O(n)=2^(O(n22))))
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�� So far: a problem that is hard in the worstSo far: a problem that is hard in the worst--
case: distinguish between uniform and d,case: distinguish between uniform and d,γγ--
wavy distributions for wavy distributions for allall integers d<2^(nintegers d<2^(n22) ) 

�� For cryptographic applications, we would like For cryptographic applications, we would like 
to have a problem that is hard on the to have a problem that is hard on the 
average: distinguish between uniform and average: distinguish between uniform and 
d,d,γγ--wavy distributions for wavy distributions for a nona non--negligible negligible 
fractionfraction of d in [2^(nof d in [2^(n22), 2), 2••2^(n2^(n22)])]

WorstWorst--case vs. Averagecase vs. Average--casecase 
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�� The following procedure transforms d,The following procedure transforms d,γγ--wavy wavy 
into 2d,into 2d,γγ--wavy for all integer d:wavy for all integer d:
�� Sample Sample aa from the distributionfrom the distribution

�� Return either Return either a/2a/2 or or (a+R)/2(a+R)/2 with probability with probability ½½

�� In general, for any real In general, for any real αα≥≥1,1, we can we can compresscompress
d,d,γγ--wavy into wavy into ααd,d,γγ--wavywavy

��Notice that compressing preserves the Notice that compressing preserves the 
uniform distributionuniform distribution

��We show a reduction from worstWe show a reduction from worst--case to case to 
averageaverage--casecase

CompressingCompressing 
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�� Assume there exists a distinguisher between Assume there exists a distinguisher between 
uniform and d,uniform and d,γγ--wavy distribution for some nonwavy distribution for some non--
negligible fraction of d in [2^(nnegligible fraction of d in [2^(n22), 2), 2••2^(n2^(n22)])]

�� Given either a uniform or a d,Given either a uniform or a d,γγ--wavy distribution wavy distribution 
for some integer d<2^(nfor some integer d<2^(n22) repeat the following:) repeat the following:
�� Choose Choose α α in {in {1,1,……,2,2××2^(n2^(n22)} according to a certain )} according to a certain 
distributiondistribution

�� Compress the distribution by Compress the distribution by αα

�� Check the distinguisherCheck the distinguisher’’s acceptance probabilitys acceptance probability

�� If for some If for some α α the acceptance probability differs the acceptance probability differs 
from that of uniform sequences, return from that of uniform sequences, return ‘‘wavywavy’’; ; 
otherwise, return otherwise, return ‘‘uniformuniform’’

ReductionReduction 
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…
1

d

2^(n2)
…

2×2^(n2)

�� Distribution is uniform:Distribution is uniform:
�� After compression it is still uniformAfter compression it is still uniform
�� Hence, the distinguisherHence, the distinguisher’’s acceptance probability s acceptance probability 
equals that of uniform sequences for all equals that of uniform sequences for all αα

�� Distribution is d,Distribution is d,γγ--wavy:wavy:
�� After compression it is in the good range with After compression it is in the good range with 
some probabilitysome probability

�� Hence,  for some Hence,  for some αα, the distinguisher, the distinguisher’’s s 
acceptance probability differs from that of acceptance probability differs from that of 
uniform sequencesuniform sequences

ReductionReduction 
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Diophantine Diophantine 

ApproximationApproximation
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Solving for uSolving for u
(from slide 24)(from slide 24)

�� Recall: We have B=(bRecall: We have B=(b11,,……bbnn) and u) and u’’

�� Shortest vector Shortest vector uu∈∈L(BL(B) is u = ) is u = ΣµΣµiibbii, |, |µµii| < 2| < 2nn

•• Because the basis B is LLL reducedBecause the basis B is LLL reduced

�� uu’’ is very is very veryvery close to close to u/|uu/|u||

•• u/|uu/|u| | = (= (uu’’+e+e),  |e|=1/N,  N ),  |e|=1/N,  N pp 22n n (e.g., N=2(e.g., N=2n  n  ))

�� Express uExpress u’’ =  =  ΣΣ ξξiibbii ((ξξii‘‘ss are are realsreals))

�� Set Set ννii = = ξξii//ξξnn for i=1,for i=1,……,n,n--11

�� ννii very very veryvery close to close to µµii//µµnn ( ( ννii··µµnn = = µµii+O(+O(22nn/N) )/N) )

2
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Diophantine ApproximationDiophantine Approximation

�� Look for Look for µµnn<2<2nn s.ts.t. for all i, . for all i, ννii··µµnn is 2is 2nn/N away /N away 

from an integer (for Nfrom an integer (for N == 22nn ))

�� z is the uniquez is the unique

shortest in L(M)shortest in L(M)

by a factor~N/2by a factor~N/2nn

�� Use LLL to find itUse LLL to find it

�� Compute the Compute the µµii’’ss and uand u

2

1               –νν11

1           –νν22

…

1  –ννnn--11

1/1/NN

µ1

µ2

…

µn

O(2n/N)
O(2n/N)

...

O(2n/N)
O(2n/N)

=

basis M integer 

vector

short 

lattice 

point

z
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Why is z uniqueWhy is z unique--shortest?shortest?
�� Assume we have another short vector Assume we have another short vector yy∈∈L(ML(M))

�� µµnn not much larger than 2not much larger than 2nn, also the other , also the other µµii’’ss

�� Every small Every small yy∈∈L(ML(M) corresponds to ) corresponds to vv∈∈L(BL(B) ) 
such that such that v/|vv/|v| very | very veryvery close to uclose to u’’
�� So also So also v/|vv/|v| very | very veryvery close to close to u/|uu/|u| (~2| (~2nn/N)/N)

�� Smallish coefficient Smallish coefficient �� v not too long (~2v not too long (~22n2n))

�� v very close to its projection on u (~2v very close to its projection on u (~23n3n/N)/N)

�� ∃∃ χχ s.ts.t. (v. (v––χχu)u)∈∈L(BL(B) is short) is short
•• Of length Of length éé 223n3n/N + /N + λλ11/2 < /2 < λλ11

�� v must be a multiple of uv must be a multiple of u

u

θ~2n/N

v

|v
|~

2
2
n

~23n/N


